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IT is difficult to define an absolute st~andard of hardness, 
bwaasc it is a purc*Iy rclntivc property. ‘I-h: dajr~~~~r~~ CUIS 
but,wr with a wooden knit?:, ther&re, rclacively to the 
rn~~terd cut, wood is iw-d; but relatively to c fr sreel, wooti 
(even so-called hardwood) is soft. Again, rhc hardest kn0wn 
material, diamond, ~31 easily scratch dead-hard steel without 

any abrasion of its points; therefore the latter, relatively to 
the diamond, is soft. 

Taking a few materials in rough order of hardness, which 
are used in mechanics for cutting, we have diamond, other 
crystalline minerals (of which sand is an example in a 
pulverised form), corundum, emery, glass, hardened steel, 
chi!led cast iron, hardened and tempered steel, and so on. 
We find that quite a lot of things are harder than hard steel, 
yet they are not suitable for cutting, because they are 
neither tough enough nor sufficiently strong. In a certain 
direction a diamond is easily sheared or cleaved into layers, 
and therefore, leaving alone the trouble in shaping it for 
cutting, it could not be used satisfactorily. Corundum, 
emery, and similar materials are used for a certain kind of 
cutting called “ abrasion ” or “ grinding,” wherein grains 
of the material presenting a multitude of cutting points 
scratch away the material; but these, if shaped and pre- 
sented to objects as a cutting tool, would not hold up for 
a minute. The weakness and instability in the matter of 
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The great majority if craftsmen’s TV& arc made of high 
carbon steel: commonly kno~*n as “ cast ” steel, though this 
term is indefinite and may apply aiso to certain types of 
steci which are not suitable for tools. The term “ cast ” 
steel, however, as used in this book will apply to carbon 
tool steel. The st,eels which contain not more than abxrt 
0.4 per cent. of carbon are termed mild or low-carbon steels; 
they are useful for a wide range of constructional and 
mechanical work, but cannot be hardened by normal heat 
treatment, except superficially by a “ case-hardening ” 
process. 

Too! steels capable of being hardened by heating to 
re&ess axl quenching rapidly in water or other coolant 
I:-., .: r!; contain from 0.5 to 1.5 per cent. of carbon, with 
Aditional small traces of other elements such as silicon, 
manganese, phosphorus, etc., either as impurities or debber- 
ately added for specific purposes. The hardening and 
tempering processes may, therefore, be subject to some 



“t3 
The first prmxss in making a hardened steel tool is to make 

it dead hard, because it is only Kiom rhat slate that the 
hardness can lx Ivt dmvn to a drgrec suitablc for the *.xwk 
rquiwd. When ordinary cast steel is heated to about 
1350’ F. (75~’ C.), and is kept at that heat for a short period 
of time, it changes to a hardenable state. If it be allowed to 
cool in the ordinary way, it will have time to change back to 
its original condition, and will do so at a little lower 
temperature. If, however, it be cooled quickly from above 
the hardening temperature, it will remain hardened even 
when cold. The heating must be as even as possible all over 
the part to be hardened, and should shade off gradually to 
the black-hot portion. 

The most usual cooling method is by quenching in clean 
cold water, but thin oil, high-flash paraffin, and other oils 
will in some cases answer better. The various kinds of 
heavy grease, as lard, and waxes (as paraffin wax and sealing- 
wax), are sometimes used. Mercury can also be used, but is 
a drastic quenching medium. The presence of ordinary 
salt (sodium chloridcj in the quenching water will increase 
the rate of cooling to such an extent that good-quality steel 
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Fig. x.-An easily made Bunsen burner for hardening 
and tempering smail toois 
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either natural or forced draught are convenient heating 
appliances. For small tools hardened only locally about the 
cutting edge the upright type of natural draught Bunsen 
burner (Fig. I) is best. This is all brass except the base- 
piece of cast iron. The gas nipple is 6 in. long, screwed 3 in. x 

26 t.p.i. at both ends. It screws into a tapped hole in the 
base, and into a similar tapped hole in 5-t6ths in. tube, and 
is drilled through as shown, the larger bore being 2 in. long. 
Air-control tube is of thin brass and slides over the 7-t6ths in. 
diameter tin the outside of the 5-16ths in. tube. It is saw cut 
down one side and half across, to spring in at top and grip the 
tube a friction sliding fit. The airhole is on both sides of the 
tube, and is oval, g-t6ths in. x 5-16&s in.; it can be entirely 
closed by the air-control tube. The base-piece may be made 
much less ornamental if desired. Fig. 2 shows the kind of 
flame and the point where the greatest heat is obtained- 
that is, at the top of the inner green cone of flame. If the 
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Fig. 4. Foot bellows 
for use witb blowpipe 

Fig. p. Power - 
driven rotary blower 
for use with blow- 

pipe 



The so-callrd self-blo\ving blowpipe is genel,aUy a form of 
Bunsen burner in lvhich the design is so arranged as to 
obtain the best possible injector effect and thereby increase 
the intensity of-the flame. The efficiency will, however, 
depend very largely upon rhe quality and pressure of the 
local gas supply, and in the latter respect they may be found 
inadquate when the demand on the gas mains is high. Of 
the proprietar:y t,ypes of burners in this class, one of the best 
known is the Davi-,Jrt> \vhich has multiple gas jets, each with 
its individual air mixing tube. 

Some types of blo\\pipes are fitted with an air supply 
adjustment, but for maximum efficiency they shou:ld be 
designed to work bvith the air jet wide open. In any type of 
Bunsen burner, the proportion of air to gas affects the 
temperature of the flame. If no air at all is in the mixing 
tube, a long yellow flame is produced, having relatively low 
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I)r11 1101 wilhitt ii (, its this rcsulrs in impingcmmt of fret: oxygen 
on the mr%it, i\,hiclt reduces its l~wlp”‘I~;‘“““r’ mtt cr11tts ItI 
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\Villl ali tjpfm nic:Ihds 01‘ I1raliIlgl c.\rc‘ should be tdicn tu 
sul),jrcc III~, wrrk 11) rhc mosl el‘ficient part ~)f the xIWl mtt 
avoid direct acliort ~11’ the air supply or draught. 

Force ram 
The supply of air under pr-essrtre to ;I gas IUner increases 

lhe intensity of the flame and 3110~2.5 i ,greater quantity of 
gas to be burnt efhciently. The gas-&- type of blowpipe is 
one of the most useful appliances for rapid heating for either 
tool hardening or other processes. A specialised design of 
burner is employed and the air is supplied at a relatively 
low pressure I,)- means of bellows or some form of power- 
driven fan or blower. It is most conveniently applied in 
conjunction wiih a light forge or brazing hearth, consisting 
of a shallow sheet-iron trough on a stand, containing 
refractory material, such as coke, asbestos, or broken fire 
bricks, to conserve the heat and also screen the work to some 
extent from the oxidising effect of the surrounding air. This 
material becomes incandescent, but is not consumed, and it 
may be employed to assist diffusion of heat and thus acquire 
a more uniform heat throughout the body of the work. 
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Fig. 7. The Sievert burner adapted as a bench Bunsen 
burner 

‘l’hc ~~x~-;~~cc~tylcnc type: or l)hvpipc can lx cmploycd for 
hdr~liii~g and tcmpcrirlg in skillrd hands, but it is less suited 
lo p~~~ducing the mm diff‘uscd type of flame such as can be 
obtained \vilh Hunsrn burner-s or blowlamps, and, in the 
hands of a Iqinrrr, it may do more harm than good until 
its proper adjustment and use can be mastered. 

Such tools as screTQ.-taps, reamers, milling cutters, screw- 
plates and dies, and others that require to be heated evenly 
over their whole bulk and hardened without warping, are not 



Fig. 8.-A Self-contained bottled gas blowlamp by 
Dex Industries Ltd. 
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;jperr at one end, and sometimes pierced with a sma,ll airhole 
at the other or closed end. For heating for hardening, the 
airho!e is unnecessary, but for tempering, in some cases, 
it is useful, as will be described. Tf such a furnace be fitted 
with a pyrometer (or high-teading thermometer), the effort 
of judgment ordinarily exerted to determine the right heat 
obtained is not required, the f~~mace Ixir~g fired and kept 
at the necessary temperature. Tools put in the muffk for 
heating should be supported upon the edges of metal or 
firebrick bars, so tha:. the heat pktys evenI\- all round under 
them, and such as are slender and liable in the heated state 
to bend are thus supForteci ail along. Larger types of gas and 
electnic furnaces, as employed in small industrial workshops, 
are described in the concluding chapter. 



“4 HARDENING AiD TEMPERING 

Having so far briefly described the process of hzirdening 
ordinxy cxt steei dead hard, with a view ;o cnisrging on the 
subject in later chapters, it is as \GPU 10 point out the ir,ad- 
~.+sabiiity of rehardening already hardened steel, without 
firer annealing it. This is found to be one fiuitfkl CT~LIS~ 

of hardening cracks, which in some cases render a tool, 
upon w,hich much \~ime may have bee11 spent, useless f& 
cLl,l!!ng purpo”‘“. 

It shouid be clear also that dead-har-d stcc.1 is scldorn 
(practically never:1 used \vilh cutting tools, on account of its 
e4trcmc~~ \vraknrss, Ir~deed, steel is onl)~ left dead Ilard I\-irh 
t<)ols t flat, SC~LLJX but do not cut. ‘This opens up the principal 
art in prrparilq hardened tools, that of tempering, to \\,hich 
p>i’sii\g refe;~~~nce only has been made. This x\+ll be discussed 
in &rail iatr!.. 



CXBPTER II 

\f’HEN hardening cast steel in the manner described, during 
the hrating process, nnc! lvhcn the heat is being constantly 
applied, t,he temperature rises in proportion to the rate of 
hearirq up 1~0 the point where the steel changes to the 
hardc~ned state. This point is called the “ absorption ” 
point. Here, fbr a def%>ite, though short time, although the 
heat is being just as constantly applied, a halt takes place 
in the rise of trmpcraturc, showing that in the change a 
certain quani:ity of llcat becomes latent (that is, hidden) 
because it goes into the metal to effect the change in its 
nature withorut in any 1v3y altering its temperature. 

‘The rate at lvhich the heat is applied does not appear, 
however, to alter much the nature of the hardness, although 
it ma-y perhaps affect the ultimate strength of the hardened 
material. On t.he other hand, when cooling down from 
ahol:e the absorption point, the corresponding giving-out of 
the hardness accounts for a similar halt in the temperature 
drop, because the steel gives up the latent heat when effecting 
the change. This release of latent heat causes a slight rise of 
temperature in the immediate neighbourhood. The rate 
at which this change takes place does affect the ultimate 
softness. On the one hand, if we quench it suddenly, as in 
water, there is not time for the change, and the steel is 
locked up, as it were, in the hardened state, On the other, 
if it be allowed to cool at about the same rate as it was 

I5 



heated, it ~rili :>f course be: soIt, but not as soft as if it were 
cooled vtq7 much more slowly. 

If therefore it be desired to bring the steel to a condition 
suitabie for being machined, or cut in some manner, \\-ith 
hard steel tools so that the tools m:ill retain their edges to 
the best advanrage, cooling must be prolonged. This is 
cnilcd ‘< annealing.” The steel should be raised slo\vly t I) a 
bright cherry-red heat and, while in tltat state, buried tight 
or nine inches deep in slaked lime, which is better if first 
heated. This material, being a slo\v conductor of hear: 
allo~vs the red-hot steel to retain its heat for a long time, and 
then to effect thoroughly the change back to the softened 
S!A!i. 

16 HAREENING AND TEMPERING 

To anneal steel, so that it can be readily filed: xvithout mow 
ill effect to the file than that due to ordinarv v~ear: the 
annealing can be achieved by heating as before described, 
and allowing the steel to cool, buried in ashes, or to cool upon 
the hot hearth. Another method, not often used, is to bur> 
the hot steel in dry saM;dust, but this is probably not advis- 
able w5th tool steel. If time is important, and it is onl? 
required to file up a tool slightly, it may be sufficiently 
annealed if, after heating, it be allowed to cooi to black hot 
lying on the cold ashes. Then that portion upon t\,hich it is 
not intended to operate with the fiie may be quenched in cold 
water? thus extracting the heat by conduction more quickly 
from the other portion. A method of so quenching a tool 
with tongs is shown in Fig. I I. 

Steel which has been raised in temperature above the 
absorption point and then cooled, reaches its point of least 
density when it changes back to the softened state. That is 
to say that at the temperature of the change it expands to 
its maximum. This is one of the principal causes of hardening 
cracks in the steel. When tools that have comparatively 
thin and thick parts are being quenched, this expansion as 
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it i-b rr..e~ place during the quenching, occurs first over the 
thin harts, and :hr surface of the thick, the inner portions 
of the :ai iC!~ !!,~ll bvirlfg aifected in this manner until slightiy 
!ntt.t~. ‘l’hc~ rrsttit of this, if fracture does not take place, is 
th: intctrn:tl str~:ss~~ ;LW set up in the hardened steel, which 
natut-ali? rc:ntk~r i: mtstable and likely to fracture under 
cslrl~~:l-tlir:1I1.). p?cYmlre 0 r when subjected to blows--as of a 
l~Ll.i!?iil~~iL ‘l‘hIw4,r,~, \..’ \ hen rehardening a tool that is already 
11.td !JI~! is 110t c~,nsitlered hard enough, or is hard in the 

- - -. 

_ _ -- - 
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Fig. xX.--A method of ~~enc~g “ black hot 9) 
steel to emslzW sofkXm3S 

wrong place, it is found best to anneal it. first. In annealing, 
the st rcsses mentioned above are: for t.he most part, taken 
out, and tire steel brclught into a state less likely to fracture 
in rehardcttitrg, \\rhich will again of course ~put in a ne‘r~ set 
of stresses. 

A method of annealing where a considerable amount of 
cold cutting is to be done, and one used for such as air- 
hardening and self-hardening steels, is to enclose the tools 
or other articles in an airtight metal box, say of thin sheet 
steel, buried therein in lime. This is heated in a furnace 
and kept at a good red heat for a short time, and aiiowed to 
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cm iI LViih i!r,c. filr-lixc~, l)c,ing neither opened nor removed 
;!w~ !hbi~~! riil qt!ii~ ~0ltl. In the case of’ speck! steel, how- 
r.\,r’*-. ihr. !l(‘:ii ii: v*v.hich the box and its contents are raised 
is YC’~~)~ ~uuch nbovc a good red heat, approximating white 
lic;ii iri !Li,(,l ; j,ut t!~le treatment of special steel, referred to 
/;~Ic.I._ \\,i!i ~,xpi;iin this. 

~,I Ir:dif;,r~xlir 31: of tile abc:vr, \\Gch may be used for small 
ci~~i~i~li~sl. ii tri (-~!c:it,sc ill~~n in 2 piece of \vrouzht-iron or steel 
inl~~r+~l i1.y. *\:roughi-ilon pipe) \vhich is fillrd also with lime, 
ill?<. <did. f/f I he tu!x bring stopp(‘d either \vith screwed plugs 
u< l.i,~,\~,~Ci iii i;ilt~.rJln! rhrcads, or scrcwcd caps screwed on 
t.xit,niai !hr~xls. FailiIlg such fitments, Tvhich are reguial 
;IC~~~XV ~r,ics iI! ~~~~~ugh~-ir-on pipe lvork, the ends may be 
:;!~!pi~~l \\3111 c:ia\:- plugged in tightly. This can be heated 
~~i;!lit: rl~ hear-t of an ordinary kitchen-railge fire, or of a 
:iinii!iit~ (~.!liiking ilove, although crtre must be taken not to 
1c.t illc. i~~l,(, ;t112 contents get to an)-thing approaching white 
~IC,;LI ii’ I!IC c~nclostxl matrrial is ordinary carbon steel. It is 
~~r’l!l’: ;t.li\. IIf:St, 11o\\-tver, 7 to allo~r the tube to die down with 
[!I(, iin. ;IS it g:oes out. 

;‘t x-~c.I- ,+~~ti iu:il:% material-~-that is. n kind of refractory 
IE~,I I;~~T’ IISC,~;L~ lc~r scaling boxes and tubes airtight during 
hr,;Ltilx--is m;~,de !I)- mixing polvdrred fireclay \vith sodium 
silicate. The latter is what is commonly known as water-glass, 
a compound of giass (silica) in solution, which can be thinned 
\s~,,illr wnr~. 

cial e 
r\ II~C’~ 1 L( KI (11‘ f~i~lr annealing, \\:hich is also an oxide-reducing 

p~~oc~~ss, C;UI IN, used \\;hen it is required thoroughly to anneal 
s~ccl \\Gthtrut !i)rming any oxide superficially. Fig. I 2 shows 
1 hc itic2 in diagrammatic form. A thin steel box A, nicely 
fi~!~d :o bc gastight, and having suitable joints for luting 
-#vi!11 a r?i~~~~rar, is equipped with a feed tube B for gas supply, 
placed I:~:x the bottom at one end, and with a gas overflow C 
at the top at the other end. Within this box the articles are 
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stood upon thin edgq to allow the surfaces to be well 
exposed to th(, :~cti~n of a gas. The box is placed in a cold 
muffle fur:;ac~? ;mc!, a hydrogen supply connected up to B; 
thus the bos is hf:atctl with the articles surrounded by an 
atmosphrrc <Jr ti~dr-c+yn. Before heating, the gas is run 
through u~ntil all cxplosivr mixture is expelled; the escaping 
g:;+s is 1ht.n ignited at the outer end of C, which must b( 
cai-i,ilcd a\\-;I.? clear of the heat of the furnace. This forms a 
piht ii,ql?t to ilidicate that the hydrogen is present, but the 
gas sappi-), ma!; !,e turned down to give only a small flame 
3i !he o:.ifice. It cannot light back, as there is no oxygen 
in the box. The furnace is now lighted, and the heat brought 
up to a suitable temperature for annealing the materia:, as 

GAS hh 

OF BOLTfNG 

sho\vn 1,); pyrometer (a high-reading thermometer). This 
trmpcrature is maintained for a~ greater or less time according 
to the superficial area of the content? of the box, to effect 
the reduction of any oxide thereon. When finished, the 
furnace is turned off, and. the bos and contents allowed tu 
cool, the gas and pilot light being on until all is cold. A most 
beautiful silvery surface resu~lts from this, and a degree of 
annealing quite remarkable. The method works better with 
pure hydrogen than with ordinary coal gas. It is essential 
that great care be taken to ensure that the box is gastight, 
and remains so, or a dangerous explosion may result upon 
lighting back. 

The presence of oxides (such as carbon monoxide) in such 
gas is however a hindrance to the reducing action. For 
de-oxidising a number of articles, a box with baffle plates, as 
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Fig. ‘3. ealimg and re 
baEFle pl to increase 

iI1 1;;;;. : 13, givf3 ;t Io:lg tunnel for the cil-culation of ihe gas, arld 
lii.nc,f, InCr(‘rlS!‘S the cfflciency of the space in the bos. 

11~ si~ou!c! be clear from the foregoing remarks that the 
t11i!:~<,11~~h a11nrn1ing 0 f steel is best effected by dead-slow 
co< !iin: frown ab~,>vc the llardening or absorption point: 
ii~i+::iic.r \\-itli some vffcctive means of preventing oridation 
(;I’ tiw s~~rfiw~. The latter, howc\rcr, is not absolutely news- 
SX) in a g:l~wr~r.l \v;i>-. 

PaI-iicuL.i,i;. ;\-!;r,11 heating cast stwl, either for annealing or 
hardenillg, o;:i ii;\s I.O avoid as far as possible free oxygen, 21s 

in t~lie air blast, impingin, 0: on the stcrl. Free oxygen cnuscs 
excessive oxidatiorl of the surface and aids surface drcar- 
bonisation iif :hv ster-1. Lsing too short a hlo\\+pipe flame is 
bad practiw. \Vhen wwr-king Lvith an open fire, either by a 
smith’s fire 01’ \\.iih 3 blo\Lpipe, the w,ork should be h~,usccl 
in, to avoid, as far as possible, cwrents of air playing round 
the hot wwrk lvith the same ill effect. This does not apply 
so much to latl~e and hand tor,ls, \Cch are su!)ject to having 
their edges ,gl-i~und, but to exact-size tools, such as milling 
cut,trrs, dirs, and reameq unless it is intended that their 
cutting rctgrs should be ground to size or profile after 
hardc%ng. 
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It is l)c.tter \\-hen stec.1 is cold to bring it up eve:,. the initial 
or I~!nck-hot stages cc~rnpat-ativcly slo~\rl::> so that it can adapt 
itself to change of fY>rm. Once it begins LO shov. luminous 
heat the heating may be applied more vigorousl.~~. Such a 
prccaut ion has some effect in keeping dox\n t~htx ultimate 
stresses (which are tl it iesult of the hardening) xtd may help : .’ 
to prevent hxdrnittg cracks. Also ensure that tl~.e heating 
is constant eve; the \\hole bulk where it is to be iardened. 
To effect this whe.n a hearth is used? turn the stork over 
and about, so as t,o present all sides evenly to ths heating 
flame, or to the bottom heat of the fire where ,a smith’s 
hearth is used. Et;:~avour tcj heat it without a sharp l.ine 
of demarcation bet\vcen the red-hot pat t and the black-hot. 

In other words, so dispose the heating flame as gradually to 
change from black to red hea.t. At the same time arrange 
this position so that the resultant change from hard to soft, 
which occurs about where the luminosity varies from bright 
to dul! red, is at the best position for such a change. This 
last, of course, refers to such toois as lathe tools and chisels, 
which only need to be hardenerl. at and about their cutting 
edges, with a sufficient margin. to allow for grinding away, 
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ano to prnvid.p a, spring tempered hardness to the over- 
h;:;;<;~:~: poi-t(or:. c;C a lathe or shaper tool. 

V<hatever the medium for quenching, one particular point 
must a.l:~ays be observed-that is, lvhen the liquid is not in 
motion, Illlmge the red-hot article well dowx, and move it 
rnpid:+~ about in the liquid, both around and up and down. 
nc I’C’~,SOli I ‘ L.;r this is that \vith anything of a fair bulk in 
!)xjp:,rtion to the mass of the liquid, the generation of vapoul 
iin ~hr cast of wxer, steam) is so rapid that vapou~~ cavities 
;)IC 1;11-med arour~d the metal which protec’i it from the 
qucilchirl:: i 2K;i0fl. The rapid movement breaks up these 
bubbles, and at the same timr brings the hot metal con- 
rinual!v in contact with the colder portions of the liquid, and 
:l~rr:fore e~~hances tk,.e rapidity of qu*enchi!i~g. Do not remove 
the job permanently from the quenching medium until it 
is practically cold, or cold enough to handle comfbrtnbly. 

Tt is not wise to carry carbon strcl or ordinary cast steel 
‘up to a >-eilow-red heat (about 1650” F. or 900’ CL), because 
it is foxxl that, although it does not burn at this, \vith water 
hardening it loses its toughness and becomes brittle and is more 
likely to develop cracks due to uneven quenching. On the 
other hand, carbon steels poorer in carbon may be carried to 
this heat (but not above) and water quenched. It is possible, 
hotvever, Tao carry good cast steel to this heat and quench 
in oil. In any case, heating above this point results in 
burning almost any kind of cast steel with the exception of 
special steels. The best heat is the bright red (1480” F. or 
800” C.) when quenching in water, and to maintain the work 
at that temperature for perhaps a half-minute before quench- 
ing, to allow a thorough change. By this, and by further 
drawing the temper fairly far up to the cutting edges, the 
best results are obtained for tools which require strength. 
For tools to attain and maintain keenness, cherry-red heat, 
or a little above (about 1380” F. or 750~ CL), is recognised as 
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scope of this book, and the file test is generally satisfactory. 
Hardened steel aim has a characteristic appearanw \\-hich 

will be recognised by the experienced worker. The hardened 
part of the steel should appear a mottled grey and, generall) 
speaking, the finer the mottling, the harder the steel is. If 
it shows a more or less uniform dark grey or bluish-oxid? 
SllkKY-, it may lw tllat it was insufLziently heated b&)rr 
q~uwc:l~ing, I,,LII. rnorc often it indicatrs that the steel is too 
IOU, /II ~i~rlxir~ 10 Ix suitable for cutting tools. 



CHAPTER IV 

s 

STEEL \vlIich has not been hardened does not undergo any 
i~)ilysi<‘al change when heated, until it approaches red heat. 
On thr nlhcr hand, reheating steel lvhich has been hardened 
Lvill produce considerable changes in its hardness at relatively 
1t~b. rvmpcratures. It is, holvever, possible to modify OI 
‘I tc’m;:wr ” the hardness of steel to any drsired extent from 
drntl hard ‘10 soft by suitable heat treatment. Generally 
speaking, it is impossible to use dead hard steel for cutting 
tools. owing to its extreme brittleness and lack of tenacity, 
\\%ich c;~tuscs the edge to chip earn on quite light duty. 

ft is only possible to keep a batisfactory cutting edge on 
r~lols for any apprcciablc length of time ‘by subjrcting it to 
the secc~ndary tempering process, so as to produce the state 
of hardnrss best suited to the class of Lsork for xvhich it is 
intended. 

The change of hardness caused by reheating hardened 
steel begins at a temperature of about 430~ F. (220’ C.) and, 
fro99~ there on upwards to .sjo” F. (300” C.), the steel is 
rendered progressively softer. Ikyond this point the steel will 
generally be rendered too soft for use in cutting tools, though 
for other purposes such as springs, tempering may be carried 
out to temperatures of 600’ F. or over. 

eri 
Tools manufactured in quantities are usually tempered 

by special methods in which temperatures are indicated by 
26 
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2 high-rcndil~:r rllcrmomrtrr or p)x~meter and a~‘, il: lnan\ 
caseS. alLto,matic-all\. controllrd. 

.!‘ti,-3% faciiiiics i~re not. ho\vrv~r, grncrdl)- availalAr in 
the small workshop, and it is usually necessary to adopt 
mrtliods \vhich dcp~nd OII individual observation and control. 
but are equally effective xzhen properly used. Tn this respect 
II \‘cr.y useful prop~~r~r~~ of strrl is the alteration in its colout 
\~h(.n hcxtrd, dur~ to tht, formation of a microscopically thin 
hi111 0f 0~itlt. ~FII lhr reface. This presents varying shades of 
d1l111.. Klil’ill~ fircm: vt’ly pale yello\v to brilliant dark blur 
!.i:l.cb\t\gh slladrs of b~.o\\-n~ bro\vn red and purple, accordinCg 
ro the temperature rrached. These colours ma)- be used as 
l~,~ indi(,;r.tor tn xsess the hardness of the steel \vhen tempered. 

!+~nx itl.c;l. of tllc relation brtwrren colours and temperature 
,‘,,it,\’ 1x :)bl:iineti :LS ii,llol\3 : pale y4ow cot-responds to 
jrlic> F. $do C1.j :;uccreded by a deeper )-ello\\, \\.ith a tinge 
of red. and a shade darker $\-ing pale Ttra.x\’ colour. Thus, 
middle stra\r colour -: 47.5 F. (2,y’ C.1: ; ctat.k stla\v or dark 
red lxn\~n == 5oo” F. :<2603 C.!. Higher temperatures will 
eliminate the !~eli~~\~, blue takirq its place. \\.hich. \vith the 
red. fi~jrms purple at ,53:,’ F. ;:2803 Cl.‘! and the red in tllrn 
dies off: leaving the blue at 570. F. ::~oo’ C:.:!. Further heating 
producrs blue xvith a tinge trf green. succeeded by green gre>. 
up to 62~” F. 

These colours can (only be relied upon if the hardened 
steel has a perfectly clean, bright surface, entirei)- free from 
;qcase or Inoisturr. and, tlxrefore, hardened steel should 
either be ground on a dr\- ,grinding wheel or thoroughl! 
scoured with emery cloth or other dry abrasive. 

The trmpering should be done, not by raising the 
t,emperature of the actual cutting edge by any direct heat. 
but entirely by conduction, the heating being applied to the 
shank. If a blo\\.-flame is used, turn it down to a compara- 
tively fine flame, and direct this on to the shank, meanwhile 
turning the tool round to effect even heating. The actual 
direction of the flame should be backward, away from 
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thr c.dgr, rho- reason being that there is a good dral of diEused 
hunt azi tilr ou:er end of a blo\\%ame, and it is better thal 
:his be kept away from the point of the tool, as it would 
vei-;: likeiy temper’ the point right out long before the main 
ixdy c!f rhc c;ltting portion had reached the temper stage 
at ail. A tooi of this sort is stronger if the temper shades OK 
!lardrsr at the point, and gradually softer backward towards 
iht sllaltk. ‘I’llc: brig!ltened shank aids the operator in waiching 
ihr rr~!trur bands. 

FJeiijr,~ dea!ing further with the actual process of the 
trmpcrinLg of tools, there is a good deal to be said about the 
vxious temprr temperatures for different kinds of tools. 

It should be clearly understood that, although the colou~ 
ttxst is universally employed by engineers and toolsmiths in 
ordinary xvorkshop pl,actice, the colours are mrrely superficial 
and can easily hc ground or polished ofir the surface. 
Furt~hrrmorr, they are oni); indicators and not a definite 
gauge of temper. 111 other words? assuming that a tool has 
been trmpered to a dark straw, and the surface- repolished, 
1leatin.g it again to a dark straw will not produce the 
telnper xvhich xvould normally be indicated, but will 
produce a further softening above and beyond &at indicatrd. 
Nevrrthc~less, when properly used, the colours give a good 
approximate indication of the temperature, and therefore the 
hardness, of t.he work. As soon as the correct temper colou~ 
is reached, the work should be immediately quenched out in 
cold water. 

Blacksmiths often succeed in hardening aud tempering 
tools at one heat by quenching only the tip of the tool, 
leaving the main body still at black heat. The edge is then 
cleaned up with 4 stone or abrasive stick and, as the heat 
is conduct.ed back to the cutting edge, the colour indications 
are produced progressively, the tool then being requenched 
when the correct temper is reached. 

Generally speaking, however, the method previously 
described enables the steel to be more thoroughly cleaned, 
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and control more evenly exercised, and is recommended to 
workers with limited experience. 

The frontispiece, a colour diagram, gives a good i 
~hf: co!our range, together with a list of the various tools, 
\*:hiCii are prln!cd approximately opposite their ap 
tt‘rqm c0101xs. e left are mostly engineers’ 
tamis, and i~i) I!~c, I d stone-working tools, various 
In... : I~~vcs, and genc:ral cu~lc'ry, ivory, arid bone-turning to&, etc. 
Tikc t.Op of ihe diagram gives the colour W ich appears firsl , 
C:(II-i,cisporrdin,~ to the loivest temperature, and \rhich if not 
c:a:,ric~ad fwther leaves the tool the hardest. 

s(P s 

Tn Ilk<! several examples of temper for ~,C,)OlS now to 
wijl(‘n h , it is not pracl,icable to reproduce them in actual 
cttlour ; it. is thert:fi,rc proposed to represent each colour IT? 
~~nwms (II' ditferrrit shading. Fig. 14 is a diagram showing the 
vxious shadings used, and Fig. I 5 shows chest shadings 

applied to the colour diagram. Fig. rG illustrates ;hc temper 
colour dispnsition for a cranked ughing-out lathe tool as 
used for steel and iron turning. err the colours are pre- 
fcrably so dispowd that while blue and purple respectively 
occ~~.r on the cranked portion of the Fd, the various straws 
are on the cutting portion, the actual cutting edge being left 



“. 

Fig. H 8.--Mast s&a 
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givers above relating to hand tools applies to ali these except 
a graver for steel, which shoul d be tempered to middle.stral.\‘. 

Fig. oo sho~vs a cold chisel temper. There are few tools 
where the temper can be varied to such an extent as is 
nccessar~ in dca!ing with cold chisels. It is practically im- 
possil~!c t,o harticn and temper a cold chisel for doing fairly 
heavy chipping in steel, so that it will both keep a keen edge 

xiii siilild up to ttkc work. Tn this case the best thing to do 
is to trmper the chisci edge out to purple tinged with blue, 
when it will be !i,und to stand up so far as strengt.h is con- 
cerned; but as it will not keep a keen edge for any length of 
time, will requite fairly frequent grinding. A cold chise! 
fi)r fine chipping in gun-metal can be hardened in thin oil, 
and tempered to dark stra::; tinged with purple, bbut this 
will not do heavy work without pieces breaking out of the 
edge, although it keeps a keen edge for a considerable time if 
applied to light chipping. The life of a fairly highly-tempered 
chisel depends a good deal upon the thickness and angle 
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of the cutting edges, because if the edge is ground thin it is 
almost sure to break 

In hardening and tempering flat cold chisels, the black- 
smith’s, cl: one-heat, method of hardening can be adopted. 
Tooisrniths who are expert in the use of the forge choose this 
method because ;t saves time, and apply it successfully to 
the hardening and tempering of !athe tools. It is, however, 
easier for the inexpert smith to use two heats, one for 
hardening and one for tempering, as previously stated. 

The tool is heated to above absorption for a greater length 
up than is rc,quired for the final hardening. It is then dipped 
out, and quenched cold over the portion to be hardened, 
and the heat remaining in the shank is allowed to do the 
temper-ing by conduction. To deal with a chisel on these 
lines, suppose the hard part is required to extend up about .$ in. 
Heat it to hr-ight red for say 14 in. or more up from the point, 
and, ha\Gng provided yourself with a small piece of gritstone 
(such as a fragment broken from a jmali fairly coarse grind- 
stone, or fr-om one of those stones used for sharpening 
scythes) dip out the point of *he chisel in water. This must 
be just dipped and moved ,“p and down slightly to avoid 
a sharp line of demarcation between the hard and soft, 
which ma!:, if it occurs, cause the hard end to shell off bodily 
when the chisel is put to use. As soon as the actual edge is 
quenched to cold, the chisel is removed rapidly to the anvil, 
laid with its hard end across the edge to support it, and 
the gritstone applied by rubbing both sides. This hrightens 
it sufficiently fi:r the operator to see the temper colours as 
they appear progressively along the shank. !Yhen the colours 

must not be eras: 
appear, stop po,rshing, as the colours, once they appear, 

‘ . 
Laying the edge of the chisel across the sharp edge of the 

cold anvil acts as a check to the tempering, because such 
heat as travels up rapidly is given away to the anvil. As 
soon, therefore, as the edges are brightened and the smith 
can see what is happening, he lifts the job from the anvil 
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and alit,\\-s 111~ conducted h,:,at from the shank to lntve full 
pia)-. .A t)e~:intlrr at hardertin, fF ~V0Llld have tc) pracris~~ this 
m,t~~r!l~d 1x4 il.:’ II:,~II~ it in the ordinary way, ns it requires 
ji~d~qx~r~iit first 11, heat it I.*. enough up, tte‘ht to dip out in 
:!~r. I~;II~II~~ di:S<‘l~ilii’d t\Gth the nssurancc~ that the edge is 
t:c,iil ;ii:d ill ;I I~~tdi~t~ecl slate brli.)re :,c,mc;virtg fr,,m tltt. \\‘ater. 
ancl ;,t thr sam,’ time t,, leave enoyj~ hat in the shank to 
p~Ljrm 1~11~ itw:pcl.ing neither too quickly nor too slo\vly. 
!.b'llr~n 1!11- richi tc.rikpc'r colour teacites the actual edge, the 

.bvl~tt!~, IINI! is c!ippc,d and quenched to c~,ld to avoid OWT- 
iclrlpCriI;g:. It is 1'101 uncommon, IlOlVevel~, fir an experienced 
snlith to ntakt’ SI) sure of the initial intrdcning as to use up 
I,,(, much of the sltatl!c he;,t, and so have to help the twmpering 
l,y ;:ppi)~ilq the. toc;l fitiit~t to the lirc--~--l31~t not right into it. 

Piinches arc getterally ternpet-: tl) dark stral\s. but centre 
punches, tt) prevent losing the point !,\- fracture. should ha\:e 
a shade c,f‘ pnrplr~ itt them. Lnt!1!, dc;itl-c~~-:lri.rs ;tre tempered 
10 ths S;LIII,C AS ;t twttn: punch, Screw-taps ;w tempered as 
sho~~n ill Fig. 21 : tilat is to say., 1 hc \\41o1e of the till-cd 

ptrrtion is n.t 3 ~3)nstant temper of tnicldlc st.ra\v colour. ‘I’he 
best methc)tl of tlt.alir:g \vith taps is to hatdtn t!re tap evenl) 
throughout, then to temper the cutting portion to middle, 
straw evenly rig!u to above the ends of the flutes, and finaily 
to dralv the squared end down to blue or blue tinted with 
purple. If the squared end is too soft> it is likely to twist 
off, especially in the smaller taps, and if left too hard it is 
likely to snap off. When bluing the square, the temper of 

the cutting edges can be preserved by applying damp waste 
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wound round it, or by sticking ii into a raw potato, the 
moisture in Twh,ich wi!l protect it from furthrr tempering. 

A srrewdrivrr is tempered to blue. This being one of the ._ 
non-cutting to&, in o:.der that it may not bend at the Fdge, 
and yet stand up io mox or ltxs rough use, a spring temper 
is found to be Ihe best ail round. A screwdriver cdgr should 
be so soft that it can ~xily be filed, and does not tend to mai 
rtir s~~:rc:w slots, yc’t it is bar;1 enolugh to resist bending 
~vithoI~l liwrure. 

Drilis require tempering down somewhat further than lathe 
and similar cutt.ing tools. Drilis are subjtxt to percussion, 
especially -AThen breaking through the under side of a surface. 
This is due to t,hc fact that they have then lost the support 
of the guiding provided by their points. Twist drills must b,c 
hardened along (1~~ whole length of their flutes, as, apart 
from the fact that they are fairly rapidly ground away, thv) 
very easily untwist in the spiral of their flutes if any pai.t 
of suc,h be left soft:. Contrary to the relationship of hardness 
in lathe toolsl flat drills for brass are found to work bettel 
somewhat softer t’hnn if used in iron or step!.. Indeed, a flat 
drili used in gun-metal at quite a high temper will stand up 
weli until it breaks through., when, unless the speed be high, 
and the feed rigid, it is quite likely to iose an entire edge by 
fracture. Much depends upon the speed and relative feed, 
and whether the dt,iils are going to be used in a hand- or 
mxhine-fc!d dri!li -g rnzchine. Oril’rs are subjected to a live 
load (i.e. a moving force subject to variation) ; and as thr) 
convey both the force of rotation and of feed entirely through 
their own bodies, it f<>llows that apn.rt from actual cutting 
they must be temprred to resist all sorts of stresses. 

A hammer head is hnrdencd in such a manner that thr 
hardness takes the form of a thin shell covering the wholr 
of the peans and their sides. Beyond this it should be left 
soft as far as possible. The single-heat method is very good 



So f?i-. datailpd rcfrrcncr has been made only to hardening 
and t(~rnpc~rin~ such as lathe tooIs, and similar tools that 
;).I’(~~ orlly lr~;iily hardrnrd. Space prevents similar treatment 
oli all trmls lhrit c;t,, lx hardrnrc~ rvrnly throu,ghortt, but 
th!, Ibll(o\~Viriq 1~10lc~s w:ill Ix usef~ll. Swh tools and apparatrts 
incllldr sc:rci\V-dic3, knwlin,s Wheels, milling cutters, tube- 
c111 ((‘I. whwls, c~ircul;kr and hand saws. knife blades, dra\\ 
platr~s. sprirlqs, imlacl~c5 and rcamrrs, doul)lr-rndrd centre 
drills and so l;,rlll. 

Thc~ irolll2lr w1fh ill<‘SC tocl!s is rh3.t. beirkg su long, rmeven 
hraring plas LL~CVPII quenching nearly aiways results in 
warping them ;)ut of the straight. Obviously a reamer or 
brw.ch~ to ix (if muc-h use fbr accurately sizing 
he I rue. ‘1’hr fol io\\ing method was successfi~lly 
hardrning and tc:myring a 3-l6lhs in. i: 5 ; 
remm rhroi~ghc~~r~t . 11~ \vas first decided to dip it out in oil, 
and ;I thin oii uxs chosen (\\halc oil, a product from ~~~~~)~~~t 
of the whale, but not sperm oil). The job 'Was heated evenly 
in a small gas-fired muffl‘flr. being put right into the centrr 
of the fnrnaw, suppo!.Icd all aloy upon thin bricks of 
firrclay. Thr oil \ZYS cxjlltained in a long round Fill about 
to in. long, and not tnoi‘e than 4 in. in diameter, 
uith the oil when stood upright. Just before dipping, the 
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,Sprirx;s have! 10 be bcar~ed very evenly for ~~~~r~e~~~~i~~~ and 
ii1 a II ci~ks~~s should I,w dipped 0~1. in LL ~~~~~~~~(~1~ benvy oil. 
‘I’hq :wc mosl cc)rrveniently hardened by being dr(:)l~~(,d inro 
a good body of oil rarher than held by tongs and moved 
about in it. Springs are relatively light as compared with 
tongs, and the quenching is likely to be delsyed at the 
holdir:g point and the resultant hardness varied. In heating 
them, a muffle furnace is by far the best thing to use, but 
here of course it is cheaper and less trouble to work in 
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quantities. A small muffle heated in the body of a smia 
forge, however, will do well for evenly heating one spin 

Spiral springs may be similarl:; heated in a cave or 
in the fire; but in using a blow-flame under such conditions, 
care must hc taken not to keep the flame constant1 
into the ho!low, as t,ht: nearer slender portions of 
may easily be burnt thorcby, while its genrral I 
(‘V(!r? hot er-mgh hr tra!dcning. Flat s~~r~~~~ which are 
fairly sht can 1~: cwniy heated on :I red-hot plate wir,h a 
I~low-fh~,c* IKJ~ ~c~mx~~trntrd hut nm~ccl well about owr is. 
i2’hci: hot. cmougi; lift the plate Iwzlily and tip the ~~~~~~~~ 
into rhc: oil. Lifting ii Wi!h tongs, llnlcss they atsn ars rrcl 
hot, will not do. One way of lifting both springs and dir5 
fbr dipping is to wire them with light stre! wire or cnciosc 
them in a cage of wire. By lifting this with a lcng 
appended, the w+ia)lc can 1x1 transliwrct to the oil a 
around in il. Btw~in,q sllch wire: (not, ~~~~.~ti~~~ it) 
mirttcr, rx,CPpi, Iht it will not di) :\g;‘itIl as it will likely be 
too bri~h to brtd afwr the dipping. 

Trrrtpcr of springs is rather important. Light, 
springs may lx> ~vmp!rrd to purple tinged with blue, 
!1.).!:‘,7 . al’,’ s1117jwlrd to rnnclz tttc~vctnettt :tte> K?luSt Ix 
1cmptT’:d furthrr to lilll bhrr. Springs fix clocks as a rr.& 
are tctmprrccl to a full blur. Springs for hcn\y work, such as 
carriage, motor, and locomnti\e springs, are tempet~d 
beyond the blue and are carried even as high as 620~ F., 
t,he temper colour sometimes going as far as green-grey 
opaque, which corresponds t,o a fairly thick coating of 
oxide. 1% furnace of some sort is always used for heavy spring 
work, and all the hardening and tempering c~ttencl~it~~ is 
done in oil. 

There is no doubt that a pyrometer-fitted muffle is far 
the best for tempering small springs of almost any kind; 
a common method of tempering springs is by “ blazing 
off.” Here the question of colour is not studied, but the 
hardened spring is dipped in ordinary engine oil, and is 
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Sometimes it is possible to harden thin steel and kee 
true almost by accident. The general method of preven 
buckling is to clamp the work between two flat surfaces of 
ihicker metal plate, which add to the bulk of the job as a 
whole to be quenched, because the clamping plates are also 
heated. It should be clear that when quenching, say, a thick 
disc of metal, the unequal action of the quenching which 
wni&.~ Wnd to d&rm it takes place over the surface, w 
t hc more ww dTtw ~jr(~d(lced in the heart of the 
~;:cirr,ltl icavc 11~11 portion free from distortion. If then, say, 
311 l~tal~r;~t,~clcllcd thin siittEnK cutter be clamped between 
ttva :lic:k plntcs cm a spindlr, as indicated in Fig. 27, and 
the whole evenly h<Tated to above absorption and dipped out, 
the position of the cutter is such that it gets the most chance 
of wen t,reatrncnt~ and ioil be less likely to buckle. If there 
is no set to c,hs cutting points, rhc thin disc can be ~,)~~er~~~~~ed 
by the thickr:r di,scs, so that the c~I~ti~1~ points are ix 
from the: o:)~~n fin: or flame, and also from I he more 
c:fTsct of chc quenching. For a saw ha~~i1~~ a “ set *’ to the 
points, tile prorccc ins: tliscs arc better ma& of largcl, 
l)nt 'ihtdd ha5Y: a siifihr reht~ Curnid away so as jml to 

dr;~l.r the ?CY of IIK rrcrh, as i,rdii:md in the cl~ilar~:d wction, 

Fig. 28. f1 is advisable iii this clamping to keep thr ~~c~t~~~~ 

Fig. 27..---Thin saw or cutter mounted between plates 
to avoid distortion 
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Fig. a8.-Protection of saw teeth by rebated discs 

Ramc or fire from concentrating on the grootre where the 
teeth are, to avoid the risk of burning them. If the discs are 
made smaller than the root diameter of the saw, so that 
the teeth are outside, special care must be taken to avoid 
burning, and the protection against buckling is not nearly 
so effective. The discs and spindle can be of mild steel, znd 
the discs should be faced truly flat on the, inner surfaces. 

Where the temper of a saw should be constant throughout, 
which is better to avoid distortion, the same appliance can 
be used for tempering, and the temper colour as it s,hows 
on the polished surfaces of the outer discs is quite a good 
guide, but the heating must be constant throughout. Circular 
saws and cutters, however, can be very well tempered by 
mounting t,hem, polished after hardening, on an arbor, 
exactly in the same manner as they will be used, and heating 
the arbor at both ends and avoiding the saw. Rings of 
colour then go outward on the saw and a quite good result 
can be obtained, but the temper is not quite constant, t.he 
middle temper being softer. If care is taken, the temper 
can be checked by rapidly quenching both ends of the arbor 
first, leaving the saw until it is cooler, and thus avoiding 
possible distortion. Circular and comparatively thin objects 
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are better dipped edge-on than flat, but, the in~~~~~rs~~~~ 
should not be delayed. 

A method by \\hicil miiliny cutters and circuiar sa\vs can 
be very well tempered on a hot plate is to interpose a disc 
of fairly thic,k steel (which may preferably be rather Less in 
diameter I,~WII th(. cllttcr or saw) between the tclol atttl the 
platr. The; disc is put 011 the plate:, and the work conc~~ric- 
;dly OII 111~: disc. ‘J‘t11* pl:Ltc should nol~ be loo hti, c)r the 

t,:xa:ss t IS r;itli;,~tc:tS I~31 n13~ blue 111~: tooth points M&X: the 
cutter llc~gi,tls IO leItll)cr. ‘I’hc idea is tllat the t~~~~~~~~~?~~ 
tl(?ilt shodd I)(* CX)ll\7c:)‘cd by coiduc:t,ion tllt%>ltgll th: 

10 the ccntre parts of the cutter hrst, bdiwc going directly 
to the cutting poinl6. The cutter should no!V and again 
Ix tarnecJ over. A suitable heated plate li)r this purpose 
is a sheet of metal iaid on the: trivet points of a g:;ls r-irig, 
the gas beittg so regulated, or :fw ph1c so 1qc> rhr ir is 

impossible fi)r the Iiarne to curl roulld the c::d#r~ Should t)ltr 
flame hug lh! phtc! iii IlliS IllililJlCl’ XJld WL!II diriT!~y lick IP11: 

work on top, the latter \\?!I b(: both unc\:c:tlly and try 
tcmpct~d. A shw of copper wcmld obviously m~s\ 
I”trl~“j’--~..“iiIt ntittirtitutt g:;ls i:ottstttttl:~tiot~- ,,--htcr thatP :rtn) 
other metal, but ;I t1tic.k shc’~l 01 stcr.1 \\.ili cl<,) \\.c:ii. ‘~~~~~~~~~t~~ 
is hardly useful, as, !,eilrg titin, it is likrly tu brrc:kh. ;c\ici 
become unsteady. 

There are several mrthods of tcmperi~tg t~oPs c:\~nly. 
examples of which are the oil, lrnd, and s;md bnths. Of I~WSC 
the one most lik(,l!. : ‘If’ rlsdrll to tlu- render is ihe sand 
bath. Here at, appreciable depth of dry clean sand is heated 
in a metal vc:sscl o\‘~:*r it tire or gas ring3 Willl the iil't klc, 

previously polished, either 09 the top of the sand or burie 
in it. Much dcpcnds upon its m;tss and bulk, bttt it” IGtl on 
top it will require t,urning about Litrqucntly. Also, if buried 
in the sand it can bc uncovered now and again in order to 
study the colour change. In a way this method is very good 
for even heating, but for a single art iclc ir takes a ~ompara- 
tively large amount of hear and time to eKecr 3 temper. As 
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in the case of a furnace, it is better suited for a number of 
toois? or for a fairly large or important tool like a milling 
cutter or nicely finished screw-tap, upon which perbaps 2 

good period of time has been spent in the making. 

ing Screws am 
111 ~:losi~~g ,this chapter it would be as UY~! to 

mcti~c,t ,I OI‘ bluing small steeli screws and pins. ’ 
Mw wide col~~ur aimed at in tempering some articles, but 
the,: ot,jcct of the colour, which may be applied to mild steel 
a& lzs, is ornament, and also as a protection from rust. The 
mos., hwnilar esampies in practice are the blued screws in 
warchcs and some clocks. The articles should be finely 
polished (the finct and cleaner the polish, the better the 
rc.scrl~ j, ;ud lkc:d from grease, say by rubbing them thoroughiy 
in a dry cloth with po~&d quicklime; they sh~~~,~ not be 
l,~~LlCh~d I,y hmtl. ‘l’ho~~ :w rl3vn put in a deep fine wire 
SiiW with a hancllt: or, bcttw, in a closed cage, and shaken 
I,ll,olwrl#llly OVOI‘ a gas ring iI3 rhe Cli~fLlS~d beat portion till 

113r: iy1r. Ctlloltr Shiwi up. Tlwy wc: I hen i~~l33~~~~~~ cage: 

and all, irl pratiirl, or sonrr. thir3 oil, 10 stop the osidaFios~l. 

‘I’ti~ morv tilcy WC shaken and snoved relati~cly, and the 
cagr clllnc~d OV<‘1‘, lhC 11301‘(’ Lm1cI.11! I”. 01 even is the oxide 
C!JlOlW. Siitglc scrc\\3 may be similarly coloured upon a 
shovel or scoop held over the flame, but the colouring is less 
likely to bc as even as tvhen the screw is enclosed in a cage. 

A chemical 133rrhod is to boil the articles in a solution of 
11)‘13”s’,Lll”llil~(! of soda, I part by weight in 7& of water, to 
which is added, in a proportion of I in 17, a too per cent. 
sc,lttlion of acelate of Icad. 



CHAPTER VI 

F LIGHT ‘IXKBLS 

TN modern workshop practice, hand forging seems rapidly to 
be becoming a lost art. Whereas such tools as those used in 
lathe shapers and planers were, at one time, almost exclusively 
produced by forging, many of these tools are manufactured 
in a preformed condition, such as the small tool bits an 
taper-formed parting tool blades, used in specially desi 
holders. 

The ability to carry out light forging operations, however, 
is a great asset to the individual engineer, whether ~~~~,~tc~~ 
or professional. There are many machine tool ~~~t.~t~~~s 
which camrot be carried out satisfactorily by t e ~~~Ilv~~~~ti~~R~~~~ 
shapes of ready-made tools, and there are also many cases 
where forging may be empioyed to produce tools more 
efficiently and economically than grinding ar machining 
them from stock materials. When a forge OT similar meam 
of heating the steel is readily a,vailable, it is literally a waste 
of much of its potential vaiue to use it only for hardening 
purposes. Most of the forging operations likely to be required 
can be carried out with a small forge or brazing hearth, such 
as described in previous chapters. It is recommended that 
in the case of a brazing hearth it should not be smaller than 
x2 in. wide by IO in. back to front inside measurement and, 
if used on the bench, it should be of sufficient depth to avoid 
any risk of excessive heat reaching the bench itself. Fire- 
brick cubes or fireclay compound made into cubes about the 
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Fig. 29.----A simple all- 
metal forge for ton1 
hardening, and similar 

light duties 

Fig. 30.-Forge fitted 
with motor - driven 
blower, and two-way 
delivery, for use with 
gas blowpipe or solid 
fuel (made in tbe M.E. 

Worksbop) 
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size of a lump of sugar may be reinforced by broken fire 
bricks of larger size, sufficient to half fill the pan. Some 
means of holding the blowpipe or other burner in position 
and enabling it to be adjusted will be found useful. 

For either a forge fire or a blowpipe, a foot bellows or 
rotary blower can be used, as already described, and it is 
recommended that flexible metallic tubing should be used 
to carry both air and gas to t~he blowpipe. 

The only other equipment required for forging is an anvil 
of a suitable si-.e (a $-lb. anvil will be quite large enough 
for the work ~:~~:rired); hammers, tongs and hot and cold 
setts. Ham;;e:-s r?;-e made in various sizes and shapes and 
for most twrl :?~:~~:;;lng, a a&lb. hammer is sufficiently large, 
except in case;; where the assistance of a striker is required. 
Where available, haumners having ball, cross, and straight 
peans can be utilised, but a great deal depends on individual 
preference in t~he method of handling of these tools. Fol 
some light forging operations, hammers as small as 4 lb. 
may be found usefu,l. Tongs should preferably have handles 
not less than 14 in. long, and the jaws may with advantage 
be made of suitable shape to hold the particular sections of 
metal bei.ng forged. For square or rectangular sections, the 
jaws illus,trated in Fig. 31 may be used, while flat materials 

Fig. 3x.--Sections 
of jaws for tongs 
to hold square or 
rectangular steel 

I v 
Fig. p.-Vee jaws 

for square or 
rouad stock 
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FLATWAG SURFACE 

Fig. ~3~. -,&latter for smoothhg surfaces and dads 

out 

may be b~‘st dealt with by using flat or finger jaws. A useful 
shape of tong jaws fbr holding either round or square stock 
is that shown in Fig. 32. The sett hammer or flatter is used 
for reducing the thickness of work or what is known as balving 
by blacksmiths, and it can also be used for producing a smooth 
and even finish on work :vhich has already been hammered to 
shape. It will obviously require the services of a striker, as 
the smith must Ilold the work with tongs in the left Land and 
ihr flatter in the right. 

Sctts and chisels are usual,ly held in handles of light material 
brnt round the: grooved portion of the tool. This gives a 
certain amount of resilience, preventing shocks being con- 
vected to t:he hand, and obviously wooden handles directly 
attached to the tools would not be practicable (Fig. 33). 

Cutting setts or chisels are made for cutting either hot or cold 
metal and are ground with normal chisel points (Fig. 34). In 
some cases a form of sett made with a rounded end, commonly 
known as a fuller, is employed for grooving or local reduction 
of the metal. Sects and chisels should be kept cool as much 
as possible by being immersed in water, as continual use on 
hot metal will draw t,he temper, A wet edge on a chisel 
also ac,ts to some extent as a lubricant to assist cutting. 

Carbon steel should be worked at a bright red heat, but 
never so hot that a scale forms on the surface. If over-heated, 
the steel may tend to !xcume crysta!!ine and !nse its most 
valuable properties. Unnecessarily long heating of tool steel 
\vill also tend to reduce its carbon content. The work should 
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Fig. 34..--s&t or . -k&d for cutting metal either hot or 
cold 

1~ rransferred quickly from the forgr to the anvil so that as 
liltltr heat is lost ilS possible. 

Tempering modifies the propi*rrics of the stc.cl to some 
extent, tending to incrcasc its to~rghness or density, but Ihe 
steel should never he allc~~\~~cl to cool below dull red while 
forging. 

Never on any account hit the metal when only blac4c hot. 
Many a tool cracked in the hardening owc*s its f&&y nature 
t,o the fact tIllat, it has been hammered too cold, and tl-1~ 
actual instability of the metal is due tn its receiving shatterin,q 
blows after it has lost its red heat. In dealing with cast steel 
there is not m.uch latitude in respect of heat in which it can 
be safely forged whhout risking fracture in the ultimate 
hardening. 

RCWg g-out Tool 
In dealing with a straight roughing-out tool like Fig. 35, 

cut a piece from the bar first,. This should be done hot with 
the chisel. Mark it for cutting off with a file nick, heat it 
to a good red heat aromld the mark, and transfer it to the 
anvil, upon which, for safety’s sake (when using the chisel) 
should be placed a piece of sheet scrap copper about Q in. 
thick. Then hold the chisel in the nick, and having taken 
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one blow of the heavy hammer, turn the job round and 
follow with nicks each side, thus forming a neck. Some smiths 
would now break it off, although black hot, but it is best 
to avoid breaking steel at or near black hot, or cold. Reheat 
it and carry on rhe cutting, the work being held and rolled 
t.o present the different sides until it is about half cut 
through or a little more. It is not advisable to cut right 
through, although the chisel edge is protected by the inter- 

Fig. 35.~Ordinary roughing-out tool with tapered and 
rounded point 

position of the copper plate from striking Ihc anvil, because 
the p&e will fly off, \ 6th a risk of causing fire, or of burning 
the striker or his cl,r,ihes. If it is still rrd hot, it can be 
knocked off by layil?g it over t,he edge of the anvil with the 
rirck just, over, and using the hand hammer to knock down, 
then leversing it and knocking down again, and thus back- 
wards and forwards until it falls off. If black hot, it is 
better to reheat it before doing this. Of course a tool can be 
forged from the bar, and cut off after, but the smith is likeiy 
to get his wrist jarred badly if, by chance, the work is not 
fairly on the anvil when hit, whereas with the piece cut off 
and in tongs the tendency to jar is much reduced. 

The first th,ing to do is co draw rhe tool down, which can 
be begun wirh the hand hammer, and finished with the 
Ratter, the copper plate having b,zen removed. The idea of 
this is indicated in Fi,g. 36, where the whole job is being 
done by t~he flatter. Slope the sett or flatter, as shown, 
toward the point, and slightly toward what will be the 
bottom of the tool, first one side and theu the other. The 
merit of drawing down by the hand hammer is that no 
striker i.s required, and a good smith is so expert with the 
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hammer that hr~ will get a nice flat side. This requires 
practice, however. and thca unskilled snlith \vill get a much 
hrttcr result xvith tl~ stair-hammer. 

‘I‘he efT~:t of dt.awGng down increases the width of the tool, 
which should i,r c~~r~~c~ctc:d now and theu by using the flattet 
011 them, which will ha\:e the effect of drawing the tool out 
1ongCT. SC/c!lnc‘tinlc~s, hocvcvrr, \vllcrc therr is r~xjnl on a slide- 
n’st hop, it is ~,KI~CT to l(~tv~: the top WI up to reach thy 1~1~ 
cyntres. Setting Irl> should not be left if in consequence lllc. 

tool has to be sloped do\cn itI use io the irvtll of thr lathe 
wntr(‘. 

‘l’he point of the tool is formed by using the chisel held 
ar an angle, and cutting first one side and then the other. 
Put the (~1, top fxx: dolvnward, on the copper plate, as in 
Fig. 137, and with rllr chisel held nearly upright, the cut \vill 

Fig. 36.-&x of the flatter for tapering the point of 
the tool 
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go down sloping, thus forming the front clearance. When 
finally rutting oA‘ the chip, take care that it does not fly 
over the shop, and get lost, as it may easily set fire to some- 
thing. 

After this anneal the tool, and when cold, file it fairly to 
shape, as to the cutting edges and top rake. It is then 
hardened and ground to a finished shape while dead hard, 
and the tempering is the fmal job. 

Fig. 37.-Cutting a triangular piece from each comer 
of the tool 

Knife Tool 
To make a knife tool, the first operation is to halve the 

end right off one way-according to whether it is a right- 
or left-hand cutting tool, This can be done by the flatter, 
using as high a heat as possible, and giving heavy blows. 
It is much more rapidly done by a fullering tool, however. 
A fullering tool is a handled tool like a chisel, but in place 
of the sharp edge of the chisel, which is along the tool, a 
blunt rounded edge is used similar to the straight pean 
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of a hammer. This tool is principally used in drawing 
dmrrl heavy work, and will draw dm\n one side OI- draw 
out by working on both sides; but it leaves, of comx, a 
number of ridges, which have to bc s~(~l~tt~t~~ out by t 
fiatt,c!r. li is movctl it1 parallel lines along the 
set down, being held across the rool and struck I)? 

hmmim-. 
hen &is is finished the side-cutting fact is ~~~s~~~~ 

slightly I~~LVilrCiS tl:C trip of tool, Which hs 10 be &NW C;WC- 

fuily, as iI1 I:ig. 38. ‘Ilw flatter will do this, Md ;ts ShtPwI, 
but citr(: must bc taken not to cut through, and the striker 
must modify his blows. The effect will be to bend the Made 

Fig. 3& ~,~ff-s~tti~g the bldc 
of a knife tcol 

of the tool downward, which must be corrected. All &is is 
dono with red heat at the shouider. If allowed to get black 
hot,, and straightcncd, it will very likely break OK The point 
face or angular front. f&e of the tool is cut off by the chisel 
from t:he back, with the front of the blade down on the copper 
plate. After this it is annealed, rough filed to shape ~i~l~~l~di1~~ 
top and side rake angles), hardened, ground, and tempered. 

To make a parting tool the same operation is used as for 
the knife tool. These are usually set over to one side, the 
left-hand, in order to get close up to faces of chucks. It is 
not offset, however, and requires rather more filing at the 
finish, because it is not a.dvisable to draw it down quite so 
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1 ,;,j--‘- -:!! ,,; 
L---..~ -,_ -.--- 

gcr, wmhl’;l(d. Ill fact, ~)rt?~itl thin work im the anvil is a 
eat very 

the series of (:~~~~~~lri~tt~ s 
Figs. ~3:) (0 c ~~il~G~~(~(l. First draw cmt aI1 fuur 
faces at the point, s~~~~~~t~~ as much as ~~~~ss~~~~~~ the sides 
towards t~hc Itorrom, so as to hrm a ~)ri)ximate~y a triangle 
with the apci a1 rhc lm1tonn. N\;ow ~l~ake !wt a 

bwk, and bend rho.: tool as sho\vrr in Fig. ++--th 
the point of the beak iron (the beak or horn-s 
ject.ion of the anvil), hitting the work as indicated by the 
arrows. Next form the reverse bend parallel with 
and turn up the end on the extreme point of the 
Fig. 4. I, The frorrt may be set ack by purting it down 

on the anvil, mtl on, and srrikin he top, bac,k end of the 
ShXlk. 

Fig. qo.~,--Bending down the cranked end 
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Fig. qr.-Turning up the front to form cutting edge 

When making a boring or inside-turning tool, a good deal 
of skill is required to thin down the front shank of the tool, 
so as to get it: accumte for boring in fairly long and small 
holes. This front shank is generally cylindrical, not con- 
centric with the square shank, but made eccentric, being 
flush with the front and top sides and shouldered down from 
the bottom and back. The ea&,t thing I() do, and probably 
the quickest for those not experienced in tool forging, is, 
having decided which is to be the bottom and back, and the 
length of front, shank required, to set the bottom and back 
faces down approximately the required length and distance. 
Then round the corners a little, and centre-drill the tool 
along the front shank axis for turning. The front shank can 
now be turned bet.ween centres either parallel or slightly 
tapered, larger at the square shank end. If the front shank 
is not very long, the turtling can be done with the square 
shank i,n an independent chuck, set eccentric so that the 
front shank runs as truly as possible. The latter is then 
turned. Where the chuck turning scores is that there is no 
centre drilled in it. If a centre is left in the front end, it 
must be cut right away, as it interferes with the finishing of 
the tool. To finish the tool, make the point a good red 
heat, and set it round in the right direction for the cutting 
edge, by holding it projecting slightly over the back edge 
of the anvil and knocking it down with the light hand 
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hammer, using quick, sharp blows. The actual finishing of 
the edges is done by filing, and, as these tools are com- 
paratively light, this is practically the only way to ensure 
all proper clcaranccs being put in. In hardening these tools, 

carry the heat well along the front or round shank, then in 
tempering, bring this shank mostly to blue when the cutting 
edge is mid-str;r:\r. If this is not done, and the fh-ont shank 
is mostly left soft, it will very likely get set downward when 
in use. The hardening and blue temper provide a springiness 
which gives it strength to resist a permanent set. 

To draw out cast steel, the use of the hand hammer comes 
in-using, say, a r&lb. hammer upon a bar of 4 in. round 
steel, for the purpose of drawing down the point to make, 
say, ;1 ct:11tlY: pl”‘ctl. Heat the steel evenly t,o a good red 
along the wl~~ott~ tcngrh to be drawn out and a little I~:-yond. 
‘Then rapid blows (by the stnith himself) upon the root 
end of the taper, going gradually out to the point and 
revolving the joh on the anvil meanwhile, will draw the steel 
011t quik: rapidly. But it, must be repeatedly heated, as the 
drawing down will be very slow at dull red and the steel 
will most assuredly be shattered if struck continually at 
black hrnt. 



CHAPTER VII 

T FOR SPECIAL STEELS 

MODERN machine tools in engineering production now use 
high-speed steels almost exclusively for production work, 
and these tools may be said to have completely su,perseded 
carbon steel for any work on lathes, drills, milling machines, 
et~c., where t,hert- is a liability to generate heat in the cutting 
process. 

The term “ high speed ” steel is generally applied to 
steels which arc capable of being worked at high temperature 
without becoming softened, and thereby failing to maintain 
their cutting edge. 

The origin of this steel dates back to 1868 when Gbert 
Mushett discovered that by alloying steel with a certain 
proportion of tungsten, it could be used for specially high 
duty for which normal carbon steels were unsuitable. The 
modern forms of high-speed steels contain tungsten, though 
other elements such as cobalt, vanadium, chromium and 
titanium arc also used in such steels. The proportions of 
alloying constituents va,ry to a great extent and, for some 
classes of work, an intermediate form of tool steel between 
carbon and high-speed steel, known as low tungsten steel, is 
sometimes employed. 

In view of the wide variat,ions in these steels, the processes 
involved in forging and hardening them may also vary. Tn 
nearly all cases, both forging and hardening require higher 
temperatures than are used with carbon steel, and they can 
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be heated, aimost to white beat without losing t 
propernes; but, for hardening, oil quenching is r 
in some cases, while other steels are cooled in 
Where tools have to be dealt with in this way, it is advisable 
to follow the instx+uctions issued by the makers. I-Iigh- 
steels are nowadays sold under various trade names, 
givt: no clue as to their composition, and many of them are 
not intended to be Forged or hardened by the user, beady 
supplied in a suitably hardened and temperer 
itxxd only needing to be ground to the required s 
reasons of economy, they are generally employe 
form of rclat~ively small and short tool bits, inte 
used ix1 suitable holders. In other cases, short pieces of 
high-speed steel are welded to shanks of low-carbon steel 
and mese are supplied already forged and ground to shape 
by r,he makers. 

?‘hc:sct examples are of course outside the scope of t 
book, as it, is not at all ~t~s~ra~~l~~ lo ~~tt~xn~~~ any subse 
heat trcatxnent of’ rhc tools. 

83 
Assuming, however, that it becomes x~~c~ss~ry 

high-speed too!s from the stock bar and b~~det~ t 
general procedure for doing so is as follows: for 
cases far more difficult than in the case of carbon steel cnving 
to the extreme toughness of the metal, and it must be worked 
at much higher temperatures. Pre-annealing before h 
is also difhcult, as the only certain way to anneal it 
for filing or machining purposes is to enclose it in an air- 
tight box buried in non-conducting material such as asbestos 
or dry fire clay, making the whole white hot and ~~~~wi~~ it 
to cool in the furnace right down to minimum tern~~r~tur~ 
hefore removixlg it from its G-tight enclosure. In h~rde~~~g, 
the steel. should first be heated slowly through the black hot 
stage and then more qdckly through the incandescent stages 
until it is almost white hot and the surface scale appears to 
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be mohen. It must now be rapidly cooled either in the air 
blast or in a cold oil bath. The oils usually employe 
quenching are linseed, sperm, or whale oil, but, in modern 
practice, special mineral or blended oils have been evolved 
by the oil companies for quenching, and in case of any doubt, 
their advice should be :rought on the most suitabie ~~e~c~~~~ 
oil tbr your particular purpose. 

Low t,tmgswn steels ado not need so high a tem~~~rat~r~ 
f;)r hardening and they may be quenched in water, either 
c&t or heated to about r 50’ F. Hot water is less liable to 
cause cl-acking than cold. When heating special steels with 

an opcr~ flame, there is the risk of cold air currents ~~a~~~~~ 

the metal, and these should be avoided as much as possible 
by surrounding it with a refractory material and exclu 
draughts. Oxygen may set up superficial oxidation 
c:ar~,ws a hrrn :.d erosion on r he cutting edges and may ~~~a~r 

t,hcir shape. This is obvicmsly very l~r~~~esira~~~~ in sue 
a:; taps, reamers and milling cutters, t~~~~~~~~ it is not 
jcrions in lathe tools which can readily be r~~ro~~ld to shape. 
However, an enclossd furnace is to be ~r~f~rr~~ to an open 
fire or fhm~ in these cases. 

Some forms of low or medium t~~~gst~l~ steels may 
capable of being tempered by reheating, but: in this case, 
it is dificult to rely on tempering colours, and it wouE 
necessary to measure the temperatures by a pyrometer, as 
they may range almost up to dull red. In appropriate cases, 
tempering may be applied to increase the toughness of the 
steel enormously. 

To determine whether a steel is on the high-speed side, 
the colour and nature of t,he sparking which occurs on grind- 
ing it is quit.e a good test. If carbon steel, either hard or 
soft, be applied to a dry emery-wheel, the sparking is a full 
red with brilliant scintillations of white-hot intensity. The 
similar application of high-speed steel produces an even 
stream of fine sparks of a dull cherry-red, in some strong 
lights almost imperceptible. Generally speaking, the bright 
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bluing of a special steel tool in a hardened sate, when 
applied t’o a dry grinding lvheel, has no appreciable ill 
effect; but. obviously, a greater pressure, producing a pale 
green, blue, or grey tint, will affect dead-hard special steel, 
and incandescent heat will indicate that’ the temper may 
have altered considerably. 

Modern high-speed steels are capable of cutting at extremely 
high rates and at temperatures up to dull red heat. Surface 
speeds and feeds can be increased to such an extent that 
even copious application of a cutting lubricant will not 
keep down the temperature, and swarf disposal may become 
quite a problem. There is no doubt that, when used in 
specially designed machine tools which can stand up to the 
extra work involved, these steels have a cutting capacity 
beyond the wildest dreams of the pioneer steel makers, 
including Bessemer and Mushett. Despite the great advan- 
tages of high-speed steel for rapid work, there are some 
classes of work for which carbon steels can still be 
recommended. 

Machine operators will be quite safe in using high-speed 
tool bits for operations within their capability, but, for tool 
making which involves hardening and tempering processes, 
the beginner will be better advised to stick to carbon steel 
unless there are very urgent reasons for adopting the special 
materials. 

Cutting Special Steel 
One of the most useful forms in which special steel is to 

be obtained is in light square or ret angular and round bars, 
ready hardened, such as from g-r6ths in. to 5-r6ths in. 
diameter, or across the flats. In this form it is particularly 
handy for the general turner, who uses short lengths as 
cutters in lathe cutter bars, the actual tool edges being 
shaped by grinding only. The trouble attached to any special 
heat treatment is therefore obviated, but the question of 
cutting the bars presents a difficulty rather hard to get over, 
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hecaust it is obviously unwise to heat the bars for hot- 
cutting and t bus upset their quality of hardness. The 
general practice is to nick the bar on the corner of an emery- 
wheel so far through the body of the material as to enable 
the user to snap it cuff; either by a blow or by holding the 
end in the vice and using the bar as a lever. There are three 
reason,+ whys this is not good practice. First, it is not good 

liar the grinding wheel, because the wheel is more useful 
with the sharp corners maintained. Secondly, on accouIIt 
of the blunt shape of the wheel corner, quite a broad nick 
resuIts, thus scc.ting up, in some cases, a wastage of’ material. 
‘I’hil,dly, and rnost importam, if you do not grind right 
through, and thus waste more material and wheel shape, you 

have to snap it cold, which is bad for the working structure 
of any cast steel, let alone such steel as is already in a highly 
hardened state. 

131g. 42 shoed a !ittle machine expressly designed fog 
cutting OK hardened bar steel with minimum waste and 

Fig. 4%~Special grinder for cutting off tool steel with 
a thin elastic-bonded wheel 
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without in any xvay altering the nature of the material, 
provided it is allowed a reasonable time to get through. 
This machine runs at 3 to 4 thousand rrvolutio~~s 

with a special wheel 8 in. in diameter by- 1-32~1 
and will cut through -8 in. square in about a quarter of a 
minute. The steel is held in a special holder, fed by hand, 
rhc-: holder having an adjustable length gauge pi,r keeping 
c:onstant length hr a number of pieces. The wheel is a 
high-cutting abrasive of special construction carried by a 
matuix of rubber compound. Large washers are used on 
both sides to snpporr the wheel, but the high speed, at which 
it must run, keeps the wheel edge stiff by centrifugal action. 
an cutting off tiny pieces, these become rapidly heated, but 
in dealing with an ordinary length, as of a cutter, the body 
of !he metal dissipates the heat generated. -4s mentioned 
before, 1:)~ easing ofl‘ the rapid feed, the tende to overheat 
call be avoided. The only drawback is that 
fairly rapidly ; even f hen the convenicncc and ~cf~~~~~~ss of 
the appliance* as it \vih~lc more rhals cusslpesWltc hr the Wear. 



CHAPTER VIII 

c G 

As stated in Chapter I, mild steels, that is, those which 
contain only a very low percentage of carbon or other 
alloying elements, cannot be hardened by the methods which 
have been described so far, by quenching or rapid cooling 
from a red heat. It is, however, possible to produce a 
superficial hard outer layer on these steels by the process 
generally known as casehardening or surface carburising. 
This may be delined as a means of converting the surface 
layer of the mild steel (or even cast or wrought iron) into 
carbon steel, so that it can be hardened by quenching, while 
leaving the inner body of the metal soft and tough. In some 
respects this is an advantage over solid high carbon steel for 
making components which have to withstand high stress and 
fatigue, besides heavy wear or abrasion. The hard surface 
layer gives the utmost resistance to wear, without the body 
becoming brittle, and these conditions are favourable for 
many kinds of mechanical components such as shaft journals, 
crankpins and other pivot pins, die blocks, gear wheels, etc. 

On the other hand,., casehardening is not well suited to 
making cutting tools which have to be sharpened by grinding 
away. It has, however, been used to a limited extent for 
special tools which are *rot designed to be reground, and a 
combination of high and low carbon steel, known as composite 
steel, is produced by steel founders for making axes, scythes 
and similar cutting implements. The process involved in 
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casehardening may sometimes alter the shape or dimensions 
of material, so that it is not well suited for use on parts ~vhich 
have been exactly shaped and sized, unless they are left 
slightly oversize and subsequently be finished by Iapping :M 
grinding. 

‘S’hc l);lsic principle in\-olsrd in cas~i~~rde~i~l,~ is t 
rlhswptior: 01~ cilrf~(in by the. action of’ carbon Inonnside 
fl~rmcd in the hc;lt~illl: of the stwl 1i)r :1 more or less 1)~~~~~~~~~~~ 
perir Id in contact wit:h substancrs rich in c:wbon. such as 
iLnim:ll or vegc’ctable charcoa!, Ttild ~~,“tCTttd tiWlI1 th? 
oxidising etrect of air. ‘I‘his can be done by packing the 
metal in a scaled crucible or metal box, containing the 
cnrburising matrrinl and heating it in a mu 
furnacr which can be controllrd to maintain i 
for the rw~~~,ircd tilnc:. The mtwl ths ;1f,sn,hs 
sl~lrli~lce ( to a deptlr depending on the timr the ~~~~~~~~~~,~ is 
kept up. rt call l~hetl Ix hm&rwd dirwt fy by taking it h,ITp 
the box t,o a qucnchirrg rank, 01‘ ;dlf,\\Td to ccml mcb srd,se- 

q’lentIy IT-hem!d md fp”n’:hcYl, ‘1‘11e htel. is gePwa;dI~ 

preferwd, i'lS slow li.o( llinq is c:~~Ildllcivc tl’r ~~~~~~~~?~,~ internal 

strrsses ~\~hic:ll Ina\’ cause dist~wtiol~ ~)r cr;u:king. 11s uhra 

words, it, helps to “ normalise ” the steei. 

Box hardening 
In industrial practice, bos hardening, or pack carburising 

as it is called, is commonly employed because it is well 
suited t:o dealing with arricles in quantity and the c~~rt~a~r~sj~~ 

materia!s are inexpensi\:c. Cast or wrought iron or ~~~r~~at~~ 
mild or alloy steel boxes of sizes convenient fiw single articjcs 
or b;tt.&s of them, iwe used, with lids which can bc ~~~l~~~~~d 
on and lut:ed with clay. Such materials a,s charred lenther, 

hoofs, bone dust? heed &om grease and moisture, are used 
to surround the articles, but <greater efficiency and amiformi~ 
of action is obtained by using specially made carburising 
compounds. ‘1’0 check the depth of hard layer produced, ii 
common practice is to include in each box ;a small test piece 
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which, after hardening, is broken and examined to determine 
both the penetration of the carbon and the structure of both 
this and the body of the material. Too low a carburising 
temperature results i.n imperfect and irregular penetration, 
while too high a temperature is liable to produce a coarse 
structure, with poss,ible surface cracks, and a liability to 
distortion. There should be no sharp line of demarcation 
between case and core. A suitable carburising temperature is 
goo” c., which will give a penetration of approximately 
0.0125 in. per hour in ordinary commerci;ri mild steel. Low 
alloy steels, such as those containing; sm~*ll percentages of 
nickel, chromium, molybdenum or vanadium, are generally 
slower in penetration, but have a finer structure and greater 
toughness of both ase and core. 

The packing of boxes should be very carefully carried out 
so that there is a layer of compound about I in. deep at top 
and bottom, and a space o f at least i; iu. to ii n. between 
each separate metal piece, which must be ccbmpletely 
sur.rounded by and immersed in the compound. BOX 

hardening is quite well suited to use in the small workshop 
when proper heating facilities are available, but there are 
simpler methods of producing a hard case of limited depth, 
which are generally preferred when only a few smaii articles 
have to be dealt with. 

The “ open hearth ” m~t/rod, as its name imphes, can be 
carried out with the aid of an open forge, brazing hearth or 
blowlamp. They depend on chemical action produced by 
inorganic substances such as cyanide of potassium or sodium, 
and yellow prussiate of potash (potassium ferrocyanice). 
Common salt, Sal-ammoniac and bichromate of potash will 
also produce a. thin hard layer, though hardly sufficient to 
withstand much wear. The cyanides are undoubtedly the 
most effective, but their use is attended with some risk. They 
are deadly and rapid poisons if taken internally or be in 
contact \vith an open wound or abrasion and when heated, 
produce fumes \r*hich may be harmful if inhaled. Good 
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ventilation supplemented, by fume extraction equipment 
where possible, is advised where this chemical is used. As 
it is of a hydroscopic nature (liable to absorb moisture from 
the atm.osphere) it should be stored in airtight sealed drums, 
cans or other vessels. The operator should wear protective 
gloves and a face mask when using it. These precautions 
canno~t be too highly em,phasised, and the use of cyanide 
should only be entrusted to careful, responsible an 
operators. 

The convenience of the cyanide process, however, is often 
calculated to outweigh the risks for many industrial purposes. 
It can be heated in a crucible or iron pot over a smith’s 
forge or any other sui>;iole fire, until it fuses at red heat, and 
the article to be treated is then immersed in it for a su 
len,gt:h of time to ellect the required depth of penetration. 
In most cases this does not need to be more than about five 
minutes. The article is then removed with tongs and 
quenched in cold water or a special quenching coil. One 
advantage of the cyanide process is that any SC&! or. aside 
formed on the metal strips away on quenching leaving a 
clean surface of pleasing appearance. Many proprietary 
case hardening compounds contain a certain ~~~ce~~t~~e of 
cyanide. The amomlt shnuld always be stated on the label 
of the container, together with the recommended safety 
precautions. The action of cyanide results in absorption of 
both carbon and nitrogen in the surface of the steel, giving 
a high degree of hardness, but its rapid chemical action can, 
in circumstances, erode the surface, taking off sharp corners 
and blurring fine demils. 

The risks attendant on the use of cyanide compounds can 
be avoided by the use of non-toxic compounds such as 
Kasenit (Nos. I and 2) compounds, manufactured by Kasenit 
Ltd., Holyrood Street, London, S.E.1. These are also 
applicable to the open-hearth process, the work being heated 
to bright red and dipped or rolled in the powdered compound, 
which will adhere to the surface and form a shell around it 
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to prevent scaling or oxidation. The article is then w-heated 
to bright red, and quenched in col.d water. If a deeper case 
is required, the application of powder, and re-heating can be 
repeated, more than once if required, before q~e~cbi~~. 
Alternatively, the work may be “ soaked ” for a more 
prolonged period, in a tray or box filled with the 
and kept at red heat. The metal must,, of course, be 
with tongs or other suitable ~l~~~din~ appliances, w 
bc kept clean and dry. Malleable or cast iron 
treated at higher temperature than mild steel. 
of silver steel may also be treated with Kasenit 
highest possible hardness and reduce risk of c 
should be heated to light yellow and left in the powd,er till 
its correct tempering heat is rea~ched, when it is qMencbe~ in 
water. Any articles, after reagent 1% 
quenchin,~, may be scoured to remove a rent +-“-e~ of *Lb- _ 
compound while s&l wet, leaving a ~~~~~.~~ matt 

There are several other preparations 
surface hardening, both by the enclosed furnace 
hearth methods. ‘The Cassel process, develo 
subsidiary company of Imperial Chemical I~d~~~~es~ is an 
improved form of cyanide process which gives rapid and 
uniform penetration. At a temperature of gjo” C. the thick- 
ness of case produced is 0.05 in. in five minutes, o.015 in. in 15 
minutes and 0.03 3 in. in 30 minutes. All cavities and crevices 
are evenly and equally penetrated, and corners or details are 
not eroded. Anol:her Cassel product, knows: as “ Rapideep,” 
produces a case nearly 0.100 in. deep in a few minutes. 

Some of the other special compounds fbr both box and open- 
hearth case-hardening entail the need for close temperature 
control, and do not work equally well with all grades of mild 
steel. Gas carburising in which the work is heated in an 
enveloping chamber filled with carbon monoxide, methane, 
ethane or propane, has advantages over the use of solid or 
liquid compounds in certain cases, and is being increasingly 
developed. The gases are usually diluted with nitrogen or 
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hydrogen to retard breakdown into solid carbon in the !iwm 
t:f soot. Penetration of 0.04” in. to o.ojo in. can be obtained 
in fbur. bows at g& C:.. \vith ,qood control of surface carbon 
content and gradient. 

An iuq~ortant I)~rm 01’ gas hardening is that kncmw as 
nirriding. ill whic!l tlitrogeu is introduced into the surfBce of‘ 
steel l)y heating it tc~) a barely visible red heat jabout .53o’C.j in 

;L chamber through which a stream of‘amrnonia gas is passed. 
‘I’he trratnlcnt is kept up fbr a relatively long period, 50 to 
ye It~~urs according to thq gixde of steel and the depth of 
penetr.ation required. Due to the relativeI?- lo!\. temperature 
(11’ the tl,ciltlnellt---~--l,elo\~ the thermal critical :ange and 
i~sual ternperitlg lleat--; he mechanical properties of the 
CIW are lwt ;,~fTected and litt!e or no distortion occurs. The 
CM! is sc~lf-ll;~rdct~in:r and no cluenchiug is necessary; it xvill 
&+u x\?thstand txlperatures at which carbon ciise-hnldellir~,~ 
would temper or soften. 

Ordinar~~ lnild steel reacts to some estent to nitriding, but 
the best results are obtained with a series of special steels 
known as Nitrallo!~. These are low alloy steels containing 
fiwn o.g to I per cent of aluminium, besides smaller amounts 
of carbons and other elements. In addition to hardness after 
the nitriding process? these steels also resist corrosion to some 
estent. The advantages of nitriding are somewhat of&sat b! 
the wed fl->r special equipment, time in\xl\:ed in operation. 
md skilled attention recl”ired. II is hardly practicable to 
GUT) i)ul tllis ptxwess in a small \vorksllop and it is gf?l~~l’i~ll> 

undertaken 0111y l)!- specialis:s in heat treatment. 

Selective Casehardening 
Sometimes it is necessary to caseharden the x\.orking 

surfaces of a component Tvhile leaving other parts soft. Fol 
instance, the main and crankpin journals of a crankshaft 
should be hard, but the webs are not improved by hardening, 
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;jnrl the IialClity to distortion and dittinllty ~)fre-strili~:ht~llinr. 
ma)- he inrrrnsed ii thr cx~mpr~nerrt is hardened all <n.et’. 
The thread c,n the end of a shaft Lvill be too brittle in 
hardened. \,.arious methods are empI+-ed to confine the 
hardening to the parts of the surface where they are definitel! 
rec.luii.ed. ‘J‘hese i.ncIude coating the parts tc, hr left s~)ft 
bvith semi-liquid clay paste or packing them in a fire&) 
shr;\th. ~lectro-depositiorl of copper on these par’s is some- 
times recommended but this calls not only for special 
equipment, but also the double process of selective protection, 
tirst from electro plating of some surfaces, and then carbxrising 
of others. 

The method of selective hardening generally favoured in 
industrial p;actice for parts which can readily he machined 
all over is to leave the portions to be left soft well oversize, 
to an extent greater than the carburising depth. After 
carburising, bur befi,)re quenching, these parts are re-machined 
to remove the outer layer; the component is then re-heated 
and quenched. While this method may appear wasteful in 
both time and material, it has the advantage of being 
entirely positive and reliable. But in work \vhich has ahead! 
been finished to size, other methods may need to be employed. 
A plain shaft may he kept out of contact \\5th the carburising 
compound by means of a tube or sleeve, and a thread may 
have a nut fitted to it for the same purpose. 

.4 protective material known as Anti Cementite is supplied 
by Kasenit Ltd., for application to surfaces not required TV 
be carburised. It is applied in the form of a past-” and, 
though it is readily adherent to the steel, is easily removed 

afterwards; it contains no poisonous ingredients or acids. 
This preparation is not recommended for use in conjunction 
with cyanide hardening. 

One application of selective hardening is in the internal 
carburising of sleeves or cylinder liners. In this case, the 
ends of the component are closed by covers or discs held on 
by clamps or by a single bolt through the centre. It is then 
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packed with the carburising compound, and when closed, and 
lrrted with clay if required, it is heated for the time required 
!i)r carburising. In this way t,he bore surface can be hardened 
while the outer part is left soft. 

Ir may be observrd here that apart horn producing a high 
degree (,f hardness, carlmrising can be employed to improve 
tkw surfkr quality of steel and alter its structure in such it 
\%‘a? ;LS to irrcrease its resistance to wear, while leaving it soft 
rnc~ugh to be machined with normal cutting tools. In this 
case, quenching from red Lieat may be omitted entirely, or 
if carried out, the work may then be tempered or partly 
xnnealed by re-heating to appropriate temperature. The 
prt jpensity of mild steel to “ scuff ” or score under conditions 
of heavy load or inadequate lubrication can be considerably 
reduced in this way; the wearing surface is Literally converted 
to a iayer of high carbon steel, which may be of any required 
hardness to suit the particular conditions of service. 

Fla ardedng 
This is a method of locahsed or superficial hardening 

applicable to large structures or components which cannot 
readily be heated all over in a furnace or oven. One or 
more air-gas or oxy-gas burners are applied progressively 
along the surface of the work, by regulated movement of 
either the work or the heating uni.t, to raise the temperature 
of the metal locally to above the critical hardening point. 
The heating is immediately followed by quenching by water 
jets, also applied progressiveiy at the same rate. The process 
can be adapted to forgings, rolled sections, or castings such 
as machine tool beds and slides, also to wheei treads, cams, 
gear teeth, etc. Distortion ofthe work is kept to the minimum 
if the process is properly applied but sometimes a follow-up 
tempering process at about ZOO’ C. is necessary to relieve 
stresses. 

The cast iron or steel to which flame hardening is applied 
should have a carbon content of 0.35 to 0.70 per cent; with 
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higher proportion of carbon, special care is necessary to 
prevent surface cracking. A hard layer varying from & in. 
to 4 in. can be obtained in this way, but, it dcxs not 
constitute casehardening in the accepted sense of the term. 

Similar results to flame hardening can be obtained by 
induction or high frequency electrical heating of :he work. 
These processes call for the use of specialised equipment, but 
in the long run of quantity production, they not only simplif) 
the hardening operations, but also enable them to be much 
mnre cont:rolled tharl by any other methods. 



CHAPTER IX 

D ALLOYS 

EVEN the hardest high-speed steel is not capable of standing 
up to some of the extreme duties called for in modern 
cngincering production, and special hard alloys have been 
evolved which are sec,ond only to a diamond in hardness. 
7’1~1: Ixst known of these is tungsten carbide which, as its 
name implies, is an alloy of t,ungsten and carbon, and this 
material is manufactured under various trade names, such 
as Wimet, Ardoloy, Cutanit, etc., and in a variety of grades 
I.0 suit cutt,ing operations on various materials. 

A somewha.t simiiar material, known as Stellite, consists 
primarily of cobalt with the addition of tungsten and 
chromium. These and other “ synthetic ” alloys are generally 
used in the form of small tips attached by brazing or welding 
to carbon steel shanks. The reason for this is that, in addition 
Co being very expensive, they have a low tensile strength 
which makes it necessary to support them and back them up 
with soft.er but, tougher material. The tips are available in 
a wide variety of shapes and sizes which could be applied to 
tools for all kinds of operations, including milling cutters, 
drills, and counterbores. 

The method most commonly employed to attach tungsten 
carbide and Stellite tips to the shanks is by copper brazing, 
though the latter material can also be welded or built UP 

in molten form on the supporting metal by means of the 
oxy-acetylene blowpipe. The brazing method, however, is 
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BRAN ED Jomr 
Fig. 43.-Method of insettimg and brazing in a tangsten 

carbide tip 
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Where cold, the excess brazing metal and flux are trimmed 
off by filing and the tool ground to shape. It is possible to 
grind Steilite, though not very easily, on an ordinary 
carborundum or aloxite wheel, but tungsten carbide demands 
a special wheel, and,, for maximum cutting e iency, these 
tools should finally he lapped on a cast-iron wheel clrarged 
with diamond dust io produce the highest possible finish. 

On account of their low tensile strengtln, hard alloy tools 
sht,uld not IX: ground with excessive clearance angles, as 
this weakens them and increases the liabi!ity to crumbling 
and chipping. For the same reasons, large top rake angles 
should be avoided and for heavy production, negative rake 
is often recommended. This, however, is only practicable on 
very rigid and powerful machine tools. For general purposes 
in t~he sm:tll workshop, tools having about 5” or ’ front 
rlearancc and note more than 5’ top rake will be found 
suitable. 

Even harder materials than tungsten carbide are sgme- 
times called for, such as ceramic tips (the basis of which is 
silicon, or oxides of aluminium or magnesium) and synthetic 
sapphires or diamonds. These, however, are outside the 
scope of this book and largely outside that of the jobbing 
workshop as well. In fact, none of the “ super ” cutting 
alloys can be utilised to their full advantage in small 
individual workshops, but they can be very useful in certain 
cases, such as taking the skin off hard castings or dealing 
with chilled spots. They do not take kindly to shock or 
impact, and care should be taken when using them on 
interrupted cuts for this reason. 

Overloading or shock with tipped tools may cause fracture, 
local chipping or cratering, any of which will destroy the 
cutting edge, and if the fault cannot be ground away, will 
call for re-tipping. In common with other tools, they will 
only do their work efficiently when kept keen, but, so long 
as they are used within their capacity, they will maintain 
their edge many times longer than any other kind of tool. 



CHAPTER X 

s ACES 

ALTHOUGH, as explained in previous chapters, most of the 
work in hardening and tempering can be carried out by 
means of the forge or open flame heating, the advantages 
of small gas or electric furnaces should not be overlooked, 
even for use in the small workshop, and, in any kind of 
industrial work, they are almost a necessity. They enable 
temperatures to be accurately controlled and, in addition, 
their enclosure helps to protect the steel against draug 
and oxidation. 

Several firms specialize in the production of these furnaces, 
which are made in a wide variety of types and sizes, but, 
for the purposes of this book, only the smaller sizes are 
described. 

Gas furnaces for town mains gas, using both natural and 
forced air supply, are manufactured by Brayshaw Furnaces 
Ltd., Belle Vue Works, Manchester I 2. The size No. 1241, 
illustrated in Fig. 44, is supplied either with or without 
stand. It operates from 4 in. gas mains and has a masimum 
gas consumption rating of loo cu. ft. per hour, though 
normal consumption when working steadily at G5o” to 950” C. 
is from 30 to 65 ft. per hour. The maximum dimensions 
are I ft. 78 in. from back to front, 2 ft. 54 in. overall height 
and I ft. o+ in. overall width. 

The size 51 furnace for forced draught is shown in Fig. 45, 
complete with the motor-driven fan unit. The working air 
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Fig. 45. ~Furnaee for gas heating with forced draught, 
complete with motor-driven fan unit 
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fig. 46.~Gas heated hotplate for tempering by Bray- 
shaw Furnaces Ltdi 

:\.IL\.V. Ltd.: \\‘alwortIl Industrial bate, Andover, Hants. 
I,lanlllac~urc clcctric furnaces h workshop use, and the 
:II~l:lli!:si, c~,fll~lescb , nrcdel L.1) is illustrated in Fig. 47. This has 
;ltk t~lc:t,:Fr~icxI hdirl~ of I 5 ku,. and prcxluiY!S a maximum 
bv~)rkin,g tcnlpcwIurc of I,000 C... \vhi& ir rraclm in one 
Irolir CWtll 0~1d. ‘i‘h c1~aml.w size is Ci in. wide x 2 in. 
llil?;li ‘/I: ii ill.. dctip. and o\:t~a1~ ciinlensions arc I fF. .&A in. 
wit:ltr I f\. ,:I,; in. !,9ig$r :... I fi. 6 in. tiwp from back 10 kont. 

II is :;llpj)/i4~il 4 on~plclc’ with swir~h and teqerature regulator 
:1s slto\vll. ant1 il pyronictcr may be srtpplkd as an cstra 
liliillg. 

Fig. 4%.-A Gal- 
a, ,:+amp 1.5 kw; 
electric furnace 

Fig. a~.-A.E.W. x.5 bw. elec- 
tric furnace 
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&+ 49 .-A partly construrtrd 
electric furnace ma& from 
components by~Q~~~~~te~~~- 
cihle and utilising Crusiiitc 

heating dcments 

Fig. 50.-A larger furnace 
built from organite compon- 

ems 

:\n esamplc: of an experimental tube furn;?ct.. made fr0m 
components supplied !jy the 1Iorganite Crucible Ltd., 
\\Toodhury Lane. Sor:on. \Vorcs.- is illustrated in Fig .+g, 
and a larger chamber furnace: having a wall space of g in. x 



Fig. 51.- ~A small furnace by Sievert, heated by bottled 
gas 



/..?., 



Fig. 5.g. asenit electric oven furnmXh 
(I’hnh h’mrit I.ld. ) 



SMA1.L CiAS AND ELECTRIC FURNACES % 

and tlri difIicult& involved in connecting them to the 
external conductors, as thr terminals or caps are permanently 
attached to the tuh~. Normally the terminals are at opposite 
ends of the tube, but, where required, they can he madr 
with the t,wo terminals located at the same end. 

A hardening and melting furnace for use with bottled gas 
is manufacturtd by Sicvcrt and supplied by Wm. A. Mryrl 
Ltd., 9-1 I, Glrneldon Road, London, S.W. 16. This is 
illustrated ill. Fig. r, I. 

It, is also possible to heat small muffle furnaces by means of 
parafiin ~blowlamps or other forms of oil burners, but, so 
far as is known, no ready-made furnaces of this type are 
available in a sizr suitcad to the small workshop. 
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